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Fundamental design of fiscal Constitution: Italy and the EU
THE ANALITYCAL FRAMEWORK
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 Political and formal: Italy’s fiscal constitution is embedded into the 
EU fiscal framework. Domestic rules and procedures relatively robust.  

 Political and informal: Difficult to analyse and draw conclusions. 
Every spending item has its own interest group behind. Some 
evidence of electoral cycles. The role of tax expenditures. 

 Bureaucratic and formal: Overregulation, too detailed legislation, 
lack of budgetary responsibility at civil servant level. Tradeoffs 
between control and efficiency.  

 Bureaucratic and informal: Very little evidence. Performance 
budgeting and benchmarking was introduced 10 years ago, but 
implementation is lacking. 



Worrying debt dynamics following the crisis
ITALY’ PUBLIC FINANCES AT A GLANCE
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Debt dynamics boosted by lower GDP growth, not spending
ITALY’ PUBLIC FINANCES AT A GLANCE
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Key features of public spending in Italy
ITALY’ PUBLIC FINANCES AT A GLANCE

 Primary spending level is average by Eurozone standards, but it is 
heavily biased towards social benefits, especially pension spending. 
Wide divergence in regional spending and efficiency (Title V).     

 A sizeable chuck of overall spending is sucked by the large debt 
servicing burden, despite the low interest rate environment.  

 Underspending is particularly significant in education, making for 
the highest elderly bias in the EU (after Greece).   

 Large divergence in wages among public sector workers. Significant 
reduction in public employment and total wage expenditure (post-
crisis wage freeze lasted 8 years) over the years. 

 The past rapid increase in current spending and constraints in 
cutting expenditure during the crisis has crowed capital spending. 



2011-12 fiscal adjustment mostly through higher revenues 
ITALY’ PUBLIC FINANCES AT A GLANCE
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Public investment collapsed
ITALY’ PUBLIC FINANCES AT A GLANCE
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Safeguard clauses to gain time for cuts in current spending 
delayed by safeguard clauses

ITALY’ PUBLIC FINANCES AT A GLANCE
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Jump in pension spending as % of GDP
ITALY’ PUBLIC FINANCES AT A GLANCE
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Compensation to public sector employees declined
ITALY’ PUBLIC FINANCES AT A GLANCE
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Spending trends affected by uncertainty on the output gap
ITALY’ PUBLIC FINANCES AT A GLANCE
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The Stability and Growth Pact and the Six-Pack
THE EU FISCAL FRAMEWORK AND PUBLIC SPENDING

 The Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) is a set of rules for the 
coordination of national fiscal policies in the EU. It contains two 
arms: the preventive and the corrective arm.

 The preventive arm seeks to ensure sustainable fiscal policies over 
the economic cycle through the achievement of the medium-term 
budgetary objective, which is individual for each member state.

 The corrective arm seeks to ensure that EU countries take corrective 
action if their national budget deficit or public debt exceeds the 
Treaty reference values of 3% and 60% of GDP respectively.

 The ‘Six-pack’ (2011) strengthened the rules of the SGP and their 
application. It added the expenditure benchmark in the assessment 
of countries' fiscal positions and required new minimum standards 
for national budgetary frameworks. 



The preventive arm of the SGP is based on two pillars
THE EU FISCAL FRAMEWORK AND PUBLIC SPENDING

 The first one is the country-specific Medium-Term Objectives (MTO) 
defined in terms of structural deficit, so as to take into account 
economic cyclical fluctuations (lower fiscal correction in bad times 
and higher efforts in good times). Member States should ensure an 
yearly adjustment of at least 0.5pp of GDP towards their MTO.

 The second pillar is the expenditure rule, introduced by the Six Pact, 
which limits planned growth rates of public expenditure to the 
country-specific benchmark set at European level.



Expenditure rule as a way to reach the MTO
THE EU FISCAL FRAMEWORK AND PUBLIC SPENDING

 The reference expense aggregate excludes the component of the 
expenditure most linked to the economic cycle, the interest 
expense as not directly controllable by governments, and considers 
smoothed gross fixed capital formation. It should avoid pro-cyclical 
spending behavior. 

 For countries that have reached the MTO, real growth of the 
reference expenditure aggregate must be aligned with that of the 
potential output. Compliance with the spending rule implies that 
the country continues to remain on its MTO.



Issues with the EU fiscal framework
THE EU FISCAL FRAMEWORK AND PUBLIC SPENDING

 Structural balances: Well-identified drawbacks mainly due to 
potential output and output gap measurement, volatility and deep 
revisions. Risk of excessively tight pro-cyclical policies.

 Flexibility for reforms: Structural reforms increase potential growth 
and thus lower the structural part of the deficit, often imply either 
near-term recessionary effects or need to compensate losers. 

 Public investments: More flexibility for public investment. 

 Pro-cyclicality: Fiscal policy has turned pro-cyclical no matter the 
“true” level of the output gap. Are rules really working? 

 Sanctions are proposed by the Commission and approved by Council
(reverse majority rule). (Remunerated) deposit of 0.2% of GDP to be 
converted into a fine in case of non compliance. Never applied. 
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Pro-cyclical policies since the crisis
THE EU FISCAL FRAMEWORK AND PUBLIC SPENDING
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Loosening in the fiscal stance since 2015
THE EU FISCAL FRAMEWORK AND PUBLIC SPENDING
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Structural primary balance declining since 2014
THE EU FISCAL FRAMEWORK AND PUBLIC SPENDING
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Fiscal rules are just part of the story
THE EU FISCAL FRAMEWORK AND PUBLIC SPENDING

 Many other institutional features help strengthening the fiscal 
framework. 

 Legislated broad principles that guide the formulation of fiscal 
policies. 

 Effective budget mechanisms and procedures designed to minimise
deficit biases.

 Strong transparency requirements and public oversight.

 The operation of independent fiscal agencies tasked with the 
monitoring and assessment of fiscal developments.

 Last but not least, politics …



How does the process work? 
THE EU FISCAL FRAMEWORK AND PUBLIC SPENDING
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How does the process work? 
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Benefits of expenditure rules
CONCLUSIONS
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 Revisions in the growth rate of expenditure aggregates (linked to 
medium-term potential estimates) far smaller than revisions in 
potential output and output gap figures in specific years. 

 Limited pro-cyclicality in the expenditure benchmark. 

 Spending more directly under control of policymakers (and more 
accountability on their part). 

 Possible linkage to multiannual expenditure ceilings. 

 Direct link to medium-term debt dynamics.  



Potential pitfalls of expenditure rules
CONCLUSIONS
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 Ratcheting up or down: breaches get incorporated into the base.

 Treatment of investment is challenging: exclusions produce risks 
and potential distortions, inclusion risk producing pro-cyclicality. 

 They miss the turning points in potential growth.  

 Asymmetry in cycle (expansions longer than contractions) risk 
forcing sharp spending retrenchments in inappropriate times. 

 Potential for cutting inefficient and wasteful spending. Most of the 
times, expenditure control only works if there is increase in 
efficiency and/or deep reforms of how public goods and services 
are delivered to citizens. 

 At the root of misallocation of resources are political decisions.


